[Molecular characterization and sequence comparison of the M and S segments of Hantavirus ZJ5 strain].
In order to understand the molecular characters of Hantavirus ZJ5 strain, its complete M and S genome were sequenced and compared with that of other hantavirus strains. We prepared the total RNA from ZJ5. Infected cells and the raw or purified RT-PCR product was cloned and sequenced. With sequence compation, we found ZJ5 strain complete M and S segment had higher homology with SEO-type strains than other type of HV, but differential genes were 11.7%-19.2% and 6.7%-14.5% from SEOV. The phylogenetic trees constructed by complete M ind S segment showed that ZJ5 strain was located in SEOV group, and structured alone embranchment. The ZJ5 strain was believed to belong to SEO-type virus,and suggest that ZJ5 strain is a new subtype S SEOV group,and structured alone embranchment. The ZJ5 strain was believed to belong to SEO-type virus, and suggest that ZJ5 strain is a new subtype from other SEO viruses.